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REHABILITATION ASSOCIATE TRAINING
FOR EMPLOYED STAFF

-MODULE: RA-6 Increasing Existing Behaviors

-DESCRIPTORS: chang,img enviAmment4, Aztqlmeememt,

aient cow:Lit-ions, inAtAucton conditi.ono,

enL'tonrncnta2 conditiou, sociat imin6oncement,

tangibZe4, 4chedwee4

OVERVIEW: The purpose of this module is to acquaint
the staff person with methods of increas-

_ing behaviors in clients which do not occur often enough
crr fast enough. Basic strategies will be reviewed in
the text. Supervised application of the techniques will
;be provided by the Instructor.
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BEHAVIOR

1
Write a program for increasing
elient.

a behavior in a

etermine specific environmental changes needed
to incT-sase given target behaviol-s.

3identify procedures being used to increase specific
,a.rget behaviors.
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VALUATION

Written tnst. Will be giren a description of a low
frequency behavior and enough information to deter-
mine problems with conditions surrounding the beha-
vior. Must resolve these problems and include other
appropriate considnrations for increasing the beha-
vior.

Written test. Will be given a description of target
behaviors and respective environmental conditions
hich need changed in some respect.

ritten test. Will be.given descriptions of behaviors/
rocedures; must identify procedures illustrated in
he situations.



The oLLowLng matetiat contetinz q 43

thnoughout. You wUt be mach mote Eike-Ey
to temembet the 41n6otmation you wat.
wtite the anzwetz in yout student wohk-
book az you head. I, you can't xemembet
the anowen_, go back and xe-xead the pteced-
ing section. You can check yout answeAs
by teviewing the matetiaL

10
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There are OW situations that you may be confronted
with as a staff person:

ty-

A client may do a behavior too often
havior needs to be hedueed on. eLimin

the be -

ed).

A client may not do a behavior often enough
(the behavior needs to be inctea4ed).

A client may not do a behavior at all (the
behavior needs to be taught).

A client may do a behavior appropr ately (the
behavior needs to be maintained).

you have a ctient who 4ometime4
biulzhes ha hait, o/L 4ometime4
4weep4 the gowL, wt. who two good
and bad days on the job; tA/_4
modute Lo liok you!

ls module deals with the second of these situations
. a client sometimes does a behavior (so you

know s/he has the skill), but the behavior does not
occur often enough.



There are basically two approaches you can take to in-
crease a behavior lyou.°.et want tO do both):

One approach ca2curs before the behavior (an
antecedent); you change the enviAonmeht to
make the behavior more likely to occur.

1130 seq(l

occurs After the behavior (a con-
ence): you aein6oace the behavior to make

it more likely to occur in the future.



before

Behavior

GIVEN TIME

Arrange the environment
to optimize the occurrence
of the behavior.

Reinforce the behavior
to increase its like-
lihood.

The behavior
will inci ease

1 1



The first approach has to do with looking at the environ-
ment in which the behavior is to occur. Rather than
searching for complex solutions, behaviors frequently
do not occur often enough simply because the environ-
ment interferes with them. FoA examptz, there can be
many distractions in any environment that make it diffi-
cult to perform a given behavior.

Environmental conditions can actually be broken down
into three areas:

1 2

1 Client conditions

1!Jos ructor conditions

;Ell Specific environmental conditions.

14



Some clients are easily distracted and do not work well
around other people or noise. A very simple solution
to this problem might be to MOVE THE CLIENT TO A _ulna.,
LESS CROWDED PLACE. This could be the first step in a
behavior change program. It might.work like this:

Move Lynn to an individual room to complete her
circuit board.

Move Lynn to a quiet corner of the regular work
room until criteria are met.

Move Lynn to within ten feet of the regular sta-
tion and meet criteria.

Return Lynn to her regular place.

Them. coutd, 06 couue, be make on. ewet
step4 in the pAogAam depending on Lynn'4
need4. The key is to move stowty, meet-
ing the nitetia in each envi,tonment and
going back to add intekmediate step4 i6
nece44aty.

15



HUNGER is another common competing stimulus in addition
to NOISE and PEOPLE that may interfere with work. It is
difficult to work when your stomach is growling. It is
also difficult to work when your eyes keep falling shut.
So, LACK OF SLEEP may Interfere with performance. If
ynu Suspeet one of these problems, perhaps mealtimes
can be altered or snacks arranged. An earlier bed time,
or getting Up later, May be the anewer.

1 4 16



List
competing
mull that
y interfere

with wo
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Sometimes a behavior is difficult Lecause the setting is
not organized as well as it could be. Sweeping the
kitchen is more difficult and less likely to happen if
the broom is in the garage and the dust pan on the porch,
than if all the equipment is in one place in the kitchen.
A client who has to use tools from several different lo-
cations will probably have trouble. The client who
packs boxes with items from several different locations
will probably do it slowly. Therefore, another aspect
of thc environment to look at is the organization of
the materials.

It's time to get oftganized!

ORGANIZ_ING THE ENVIRONMENT is a Simple change that can
be made to increase behavior when ELIMINATING COMPETING
STTMULI doesn't seem appropriate

18



at are
ways to make

behavior
more likely
to happen



Sometimes clients really don't know what you want them
o do. PeAhaps the instructions are unclear. Petihaps

von have fallen into the trap of expecting the client to
know what to do, when in fact he does not know. It may
be that all you have to do is tell the client what to
do. People with any sort of language skills need to be
INFORMED OF THE CONTINGENCIES IN CLEAR CONCISE AND
CONSISTENT LANGUACE . That is, they need to know what
you want them to do and what they will get for doing

IOne.staff says, "Joe, get to woAL,"

AND IF another says, "Joe, (let buzy,"

AND IF a third says, "Joe, time to Stcat,"

the client may not understand what is expec-
ted. A standard cue must be chosen and used
COHbi&tentty (at least in the beginning) for
each client.

This is another simple enVironmental change, in addition
to ELIMINATING COMPETING STIMULI and ORGANIZING THE
MATEkTAL=S t_at can Ma e a erence in Ehe rate of be-

81havior.

20



These antecedent solutions are often the easiest. . .

and yet frequently are not considered. Quite often,
these Changes alone will have the desired effect on the
behavior.

Do you
de s and

changing the
evironmen

21
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Does this
occur before

or after
the desired

li4ç or
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The four aspects of the environment we have discussed,ORGANIZING THE MATERIALS, ELIMINATING COMPETING STIMULI,INFORNI
CONSIST

CLIENT OF THE CONTINGENCI
__GUAGE, and SCHEEULING may seem very simplistic. They are. But what is wrong with solving aproblem with an easy ansupm.r? Since these solutions areso easy and cheap to implement, they must be consideredbefore the heavy artillery: REINFORCEMENT is broughtinto the picture.

S IN- CLEAR AND

2 2

2 4



a client does a behavior, but not often enough, and
environmental changes either don't work or weren't pos-
sible, what can you do? Use a reinforcer, that's what!

What -a a ;Lein o'Lcek?

A reinforcer is a STIMULUS (a thing or activity) that
FOLLOWS a response and INCREASES THE OCCURRENCE OF THAT
RESPONSE IN THE FUTURE.

Simply stated, this means people are more likely to do
something if that something is followed by a good thing.

Good job!
ReinSoAce that
behavioA!



Define
reinforcer



This definition means that if we can find something that
is reinforcing to a given client, and follow the client's
behavior by giving him/her that thing, the frequency of
the behavior will increase.

?! TILLS ..E.6 what

ej appen4!

2 7



The trick (plus a few other things to be explained
later) is basically to find out for each client what i
reinforcing to them (since different things are rein-
forcing to different people).

2 6

ot one, Love
piztathio nuts!

28



Strategies for doing this include:

Ask the client (thati4 4-f:mpZe--but only if what

they choose does function as a reinforcer.)

Ask someone who knows the client AO

Aimpte!)

See what the client chooses when given options.

4Mo4t 4..mpott_tanay, try some things (including 1,

2, & 3 above) and see what happens: A stimulus

is only reinforcing if the behavior increases!

he wo4ktng 601t peanut4
Jt anothek 4ta66 membet
on some othut behavioA?

Doeo he aZway.s Auteow
ditection4 06 one Ata6
iembvi, but not youlis?

29
2 7



How do you
knew if

a stimulus is
a reinforce



stimulus that is a reinforcer for one program may not
'unction as a reinforcer in some other setting. A stir,.

lus that you want to serve as a reinforcer always has
o be tried in every new situation.

6 you tty a potentia t meet
and it doe4 not inckea4e the beha-
vim, that doe4 not mean tein6otee-
ment doeAn't woth. It zimpey mean4
you haven't tnied the tight 4timutu4!



There are many types o lmull that may function as
reinforcers. Among these are three basic categories:

32



Activities that may function as reinforcers can be any
thing the client wishes to do. Some common activities
are

4(wt
TV

ef:tee

Sometimes things such as be.ing aZoneor being with a pat-
ticuZat peuon can function as a reinforcer. Do not
overlook the possibility that the chance to Weide can be
a reinforcer (especially if the client gets paid) . Also,
hetp-Zng 4ta66 could be a reinforcing activity for some
people.

ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES are usually easy to use and most require
little effort on the part of the staff to implement.
They are usually activities already available to the
client. They just need to be rearranged so he does
what you want before he gets to do what he wants. They
are very normal. We all operate on this kind of system.
You go to work before you play on weekends. You do
your dishes before yOU go to the movie.

3 1
33



TANGIBLE ITEMS that may be reinforcers include

ze'

or perhaps the maten-Lat to do a ceAta-in job. If they
are items the client already is getting, it is a simple
matter to rearrange the situation so she gets what she
wants after she does what you want.

TANGIBLE
ITEMS

3 4



The lasr category we are r-4.ng to talk about is SOCIAL
REINFORCEMENT. This is th ,kelvezt, ecaiezt to daiveA,
mo4t noitmaZ, and Zea4t intauzive reinforcer available;
and for many clients, the most powerful.

This attention can be verbal, like praise statements,
or even critical statements. It can be physical like a
touch on the shoulder or a pat on the back; or, in rare
cases, physical abuse. It can also be more subtle like

35 3 3



This attention can come from you, the
from the client's peers.

When using praise statements as reinforcers, you c
facilitate 1earning by being specific. "You got the
bat in the Aight hoZe," gives the client much more in-
formation about what you want than, "Good job!" There
are lots of ways to say "Good job!" (see p. 36-7). By
making different statements, you may be able to relieve
some of the boredom in doing repetitive tasks.

36



Pitai4e. may ickea4e behavion-

bwt 40 may

The biggest problem with social reinforcement is often
any type of attention works. Thus, so-called negative
attention may be just as effective at increasing a beha-
vior as positive attention. Criticizing a client for
getting out of her seat may very well increase getting
out of the seat behavior. Explaining why it is wrong to
argue or fight may increase fighting. Long explanations
of why any particular behavior is wrong and shouldn't be
done, are very likely to increase the undesired behavior.
Remember, .4:AteKt doun't count! Just because you want
to decrease getting out of seat does not mean it will
happen. If you attend to the behavior and it increases,
then you have reinforced the behavior in spite of what
you set out to do.

3
3 7
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Once you have come up with a list of renforcers f
client, you then must consider:

WHICH to use: consideration for selection of reinforce

WHEN HOW OFTEN to use them.

T ings to consider-



Co4t is important to all administrators so it has to be
a factor. Crafts may be effective, but can get expensive
So can movies, bowling or trips to town. Cost can also
mean cost in terms of staff time. Any special events or
outings usually have to be chaperoned, and may be costly.

EA
A trip home may be a powerful reinforcer, but perhaps
you can't deliver it because the family doesn't want the
client home now. Sex undoubtedly would be a powerful
reinforcer, but the law usually makes this impossible.
Some things may be possible, but just more difficult to
deliver.

Fot_exampee, toad Ls rno4e di6iicuZt to deLLveIL than
wtaise.



Inttu4ivene46 refers to how much the reinforcer inter-
rupts the ongoing behavior. Food, for example, has to be
eaten before the behavior can continue; therefore, it is
intrusive. A long verbal praise statement may interrupt
not only the target client, but others nearby.

Finally, the concept of noAmatization has to be consider-
'ed. The word "normal" means "common." What do people
in the real world usually receive for the response that

Tis being increased? It is not normal for adults to re-
eeive bits of food for doing something right. A lot of

..Praise is also not normal. A pay check is normal.



There is only one reason to choose a reinforcer that is
intrusive, expensive, difficult to deliver, or not normal.
This reason is that it is the only stimulus that's been
found to work. For example, a token economy meets none
of the four considerations. In terms of staff time and
administration money, it is costly. It is very intrusive
and not normal. However, it may be the only way to solve
a collection of problems with a group of clients. There-
fore, it may be the legitimate method of choice. This is
acceptable as long as it is viewed as an intermediate
step, and not as the final solution. The token needs to
be phased out to another reinforcement system as soon as
possible.

you u4e an expensive, inttusive,
et to detivet ot abnonmae

aeinioxeek, you must peon to phase
out ASAP!

43



The second consideration is how and when to reinforce.

There are several things to keep 4in mind when delivering

the reinforcers you have selected: .

4 4



IDELIVER IT FAST: If it is food, may need to be
put directly into the mouth, the aster the better.
The more immediately the reinforcer is delivered,
the more direct the association between the correct
behavior and the consequence. The general rule is,
"the Zoweir. 6ftnetioning the pet6on, the mote 4:mmedi-
ate the Aeinliotcat has to be." The space can be
bridged by language for the higher functioning
people.

Rein6oA e
4.mmediatety!

HIN OUT REINFORCEMENT GRADUALLY. Start by giving
he reinforcer after every correct response. Then
for every 2 or 3 correct, then for every 6 or 8, as
the client gets more and more responses correct.
tt not nakmat to teceixe a /Le/Li/So/met Sot evety
cottect tuponse. Therefore, thinning is a neces-
sary step to normalcy. This must be done gradually,
however, because if too much is expected for too
little too soon, the behavior may decrease or step.
As the reinforcers you deliver are faded out, the
reinforcers in the natural environment will start
to maintain the behavior.

4 5

And th.in

out
gnaduaZZy!



4 4

PAIR IT WITH PRAIS 1nce social reinforcement is
the easiest to deliver, most normal, least intru
sive reinforcement, the final goal should be for
the client to respond for socials (except for le
gitimate paychecks, of cOurse). The best way to
facilitate this is to always give a zociaZ atong
with whateveA otheA stimulus you aAe u6ing. As
you start to thin out the other reinforcer, you
still have the social to maintain the behavio

WATCH FOR SATIATION: Sometimes a stimulus that was
working fine as a reinforcer seems to be losing its
effectiveness because the client has become tired
of it. We all could get tired of ice cream or
latch hook or TV after long enough exposure to it.
14 a pAogAam hat. been woAking welt and pkogitus
suddenly &Lops o65, 0A the client begins to have
good ami bad dayz, you pAobably need to tAy some
new stimulus as a AeinioAceA oft to vaAy you
w6e.

BE CONSISTENT: This is especially important in the
beginning phases of a program and is extremely dif
ficult with a large and/or rotating staff. The
same behavioA has to be AeinlioAced ui ate 4settings

behaviot change to occuA. This
means ail staff have to be aware of written pro
grams and all procedures have to be written.

BE CO WSISTEWT !

4 6
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In point #2 above on thinning out reinforcement, we are
actually talking about 4chedutu 06 itei,n6oacement (set-
ting up a schedule, or plan, on when you will give the
reinforcement).

There are two schedules o
patterns of reinforcement that
are useful to increase rates of
behavior. They are CONTINUOUS
MI, and DIFFERENTIAL REINFORCEMENT
OF HIGH RATES OF BEHAVIOR (DRH)



at are 2
schedules for

programing
reinforcement
to increase

existing
behavio

4 9



Continuous reinforcement is easy. It means ev

a cottect tes-:onse OCCUAA, it is AeinioAced. This type
of scheduling requires the constant attention of a
teacher.

An exam

4 8

oc coiznuou _

5 0
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DM may be somewhat easier to use because it does not
require the total attention of a teacher. It means
.-rl.n&Itlyn*L4_94_ven_at the end o a opc,4ied

peluoThiare-cuzte n pot4e iavP .

For example, if J e a sembles 10 widgets in an hour, he
may earn a reinfo-cer.

5 0

An exampte o VRH!

52



ne DRH



DRH ig a good choice if there is a pelunanent ptoduct
that can be counted and if the cUemt do64TVT4E-b-Yiot,
but not 4a6t enough.

5 2

We DRH thtn he a peitmanent
ptoduct that can be counted. . .

04 iA the client dou the behavioA,
but not Aaot enough!

5 4
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Once the behavior has been increased, there are other
kinds of schedules to help -_vain it. This topic is
covered in a separate module.

5 4 5 6



No material on reinforcement is complete without a state-
ment about negative reinforcement: Negative reinforcement
is NOT punishment. NO, it i4 not 1.unizitment!

57



Is negative
reinforcement
punishmen



Ne.gative Iminlicomement inctera- behaviot just
az pozitive iteinlioAcement (the ELnd we have been
taaing about 40 a/t) doez.

59
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or decrease
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Here is a breakdown of the words that may help differ-
entiate between these two tergis:

Positive means PLUS. In pozitive tcialiotament 4ome-
thing Lb added ofi.. given to the aiemt (i.e., praise or
food). Reinforcement means the behaviot inc./tea-6u. In
order to increase a behavior, a REINFORCING STIMULUS or
something good has to be given.

61 5 9
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In negative re --nforcement, the word reinforcement still
means the behavior will increase, but negative means
ow-thing .1.2+ ..taken moat, to cause the increase. There-
fore, the retno----..ral of an AVERSIVE STIMULUS or something
bad can functin as a reinforcer.

Negativ " me_
-Z.,5 -taken away!

THE BEHAVIOR INCRE ES

6 2 6 4
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This is not a kind of reinforcement that usually is pro-
grammed. It is important, however, when trying to de-
termine what is maintaining a present inappropriate
behavior.

For example,

The avoidco o wotiiz may 6unction a4 a
teinliotcet ,aci OA 6ick behaviot!

Saying, "I'm buo " may be teintioteemeat
by the avoidance o 4ome avetsive ta6k,
tike teading th,i4 mate/Lica!

E4capkrg AILOM a meeting w you'L upelL-
vi4oa_may 6unction a4 a ii.çoiiceit 60lt

agteeina with het!

E4caping IStom -he uence a an obnoxiou4
ctient may= matr _ot-tn gout behaviot 06 i4ota-
ting PL-Em when it io not oec26ieatty nee-
e64aty accoAding to the wtitten paogtams!

These are all examples of behavior being maintained by
negative reinforcement. Be on the look-out for this
phenomenon in your facility.
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ow
ready to

you are
ar
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einforenient
feels od...

to you and
client...
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UNCLEAR INSTRUCTIONS
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MINIWAL ENVIRONMENTAL DISTRACTIONS

BEHAV IOR
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INCREASING EXISTING BEHAVIOR
RA-6

Self-Test #1

1. List three examples of environmental conditions
which might make it difficult for clients to do
the desired behavior.

2. List solutions to those examples you provided in
#1 above.
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INCREASING EXISTING BEHAVIOR
RA-6

Self-Test #2

I. List three ways to determine what is reinforcing
to a client.

2. How can you tell if a s i-Alus really is a rein-
forcer for a client?

Give an example of each of three different kinds
of reinforcers.

4. What general considerations should be made in
choosing reinforcers?

5. What are the rules for delivering reinforcers?

6. What does negative reinforcement do to the be-
havior that is reinforced?
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INCREASING EXISTING BEHAVIOR
RA-6

Self-Test #2 (Con't.)

7. How can_the environment be changed to make the
target (underlined) behavior more likely to
happen?

) Alan is very slow at -ackin- the materials in
the first aid kits. He has to pac_ items from
three different tables and off the floor.

Todd is constantly looking out the window at
work. He gets up every time a car goes by_or
he hears a noise. He's supposed to be pac_king_

boxes.

Norman sometimes wears socks with his shoes
but often doesn'f7--TaFTWE never told him
you consider this appropriate for work but
you do praise him when he wears socks.

Terry is just starting to disassemble meters.
You have scheduled this selFiFiT6F7Y7YUlp
and he is having a lot of trouble.
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INCREASING EXISTING BEHAVIOR
RA-6

Self-Test #2 (Con't.)

8. Choose the best answer after each situation.

A. DRH C. Not a reinforcement procedure
B. CRF D. Not enough information to identify

procedure

Doug is going to work at a restaurant and you
want him to wash dishes faster. You have
started giving him 50t if he has 20 glasses
washed correctly in 30 minutes.

b) Aaron earns five minutes in the rec room for
every handle he puts on a broom. The data are:

M--22 1-29 W--34 Th--39 F--50

Every day Gary- comes to work on time he gets to
take the supervisor the lunch count. He was on
time Monday but was late every other day last
week.

June calls people names a lot. You have been
explaining to her why she shouldn't do this.
You think she is doing it less and so does her
favorite victim.

Justin is working on time telling. You think
he knows how, so every time he gets one wrong
you explain what he did wrong in great detail.
You praise right answers. Data: M--8 right
2 wrong T--7 right 3 wrong W--5 right
5 wrong Th--4 right 6 wrong
F--1 right 9 wrong

7 7
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